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any liability to pay the interest.

Tax credit notes

12. It is possible that the concerned taxpayer might
have detected the mistake (of incorrect
determination of the nature of supply) within the
time limits given under law to issue the tax credit
notes. Hence such taxpayer may opt to adjust
the tax charged and paid under the incorrect
head by issuing the tax credit note and reversing
the original invoice and subsequently issuing a
fresh invoice reflecting the correct tax. In such a
situation, whether the benefit in terms of waiver
from interest shall be available u/s 77 of the
CGST Act, 2017 or u/s 19 of the IGST Act, 2017 or
not? Circular No. 162/18/2021-GST dt. 25.09.2021
clarifies that the refunds u/s 77 of the CGST Act /
section 19 of the IGST Act would not be
available where the taxpayer has made tax
adjustment through the issuance of credit note
under section 34 of the CGST Act in respect of
the said transaction. Hence in view of the tax
adjustment vide tax credit note, the question of
claiming the refund generally will not arise (it
may arise wherein in absence of adequate
liability the taxpayer is not in a position to adjust
the incorrect tax). However, we submit that as
the given situation is covered u/s 77 of the CGST
Act, 2017 or u/s 19 of the IGST Act, 2017 (as the
said provisions only permit the refund claim and
do not mandate it if the adjustment is
permissible otherwise), the relief in terms of
waiver of interest must also be extended even if
the adjustment happens through a tax credit
note.

Auto-adjustment

13. There can be a natural urge to ask the
department to recover the liability of the tax to
be paid under the correct head from the refund
receivable under the incorrect head. This is
because Sec. 79 of the CGST Act, 2017 permits
the officer to recover the dues from the money
owned to such person which is under the control
of the department. However, it may be noted
that the said view is possible only if the tax
payable has been determined by way of
passing of an order u/s 73 or 74 of the CGST Act,
2017 along with the passing of the refund order
u/s 54 of the said Act. In absence of the same, it
will not be possible to demand an auto-
adjustment. Government should however
consider the said route and provide for the
necessary guidelines to creates further ease in
such situations.

14. At the end of the day, it is just a question of
transferring money from one Government head
to another head. Who knew that such a simple
act can lead to so many questions and their
possible answers?

Contributed by : CA. Daxal Pandya
can be reached at
daxal@smb-ca.com
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All about Two-Pillar Solution!! -Part-1:

� The Journey hitherto…

The digitalization and the globalization have
created a massive impact on the economy as a
whole and on the lives of the people around the
world. This has brought many benefits like in terms
of growth, employment, reduced cost, saving
time etc. at the same time this has also brought
various challenges to law makers in terms of
drafting rules for taxing international business
income. Currently many multinational enterprises
(MNEs) are not paying their true share of taxes to
the countries from which they are making money.
Now a days, the MNEs are adopting various
business models to target the new market. The
digitalization has enabled businesses to have
significant engagements with the clients and
users in the jurisdiction without having any
physical presence in such market jurisdiction. This
has bolstered shifting of profits by various
enterprises from high tax jurisdictions to law tax or
nil tax jurisdictions. The existing provisions under
the Double taxation avoidance agreements
(DTAA) are not adequate to address this current
issue i.e., issue relating to taxing an entity in the
utterly new digital world. Until now, various efforts
were accomplished by Organization for
Economic Co-Operation and Development
(OECD) to address this chal lenge. After
announcing 15 actions plan (i.e., Project-BEPS-
1.0), the OECD further continued their efforts to
address the challenges arising from digitalization.

As an outcome, during the period of October
2020, OECD released a package comprising a
report on the pillar one blueprint and pillar two
blueprint (i.e., Project-BEPS-2.0). Subsequently, on
1st July 2021, 130 countries/jurisdiction joined this
new two pillar solution plan to reform international
taxation rules and to ensure that the MNEs pay
their fair share of tax to the respective countries or
jurisdiction where they operate. With this, let us
grab an idea about what exactly this two pillars
solution talk about.

� Pillar One-An Overview

Under Pillar One, the principle is that the ‘largest
and most profitable’ businesses will need to
allocate a certain share of ‘global residual profit’
to market countries/jurisdiction, where they
ultimately supply their product or provides a
service. The Pillar one aims to target the fairer
distribution of profits and taxing rights among the
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countries and jurisdiction. Pillar one mainly applies
to about 100 biggest and most profitable MNEs
and it allows to distribute part of their profit to
countries/jurisdiction where they sell their
products or provides services. Basically, Pillar one
is having significant departure from the existing
international taxation rules, which largely
r e q u i r e d a p h y s i c a l p r e s e n c e i n a
c o u n t r y / j u r i s d i c t i o n b e f o r e s u c h
country/jurisdiction has a right to tax. The key
elements of this pillar one can be mainly grouped
into three categories i.e., Amount A, Amount B
and Tax certainty.

Where, (new taxing right) is ‘share ofAmount A
residual profit’ which will be allocated using a
f o r m u l a i c a p p r o a c h t o v a r i o u s
countries/jurisdictions where the MNEs market
their products or provides a service.

Amount B (fixed ‘baseline’ return) is for marketing
and distribution functions based on the arm
length principle and applicable to all business.

Tax certainty-MNEs will get benefit from the
dispute prevention and resolution mechanisms,
which will avoid double taxation.

By saying this, let us have a bird eye view on this
pillar one.

• All MNEs with global turnoverApplicability:
exceeding 20 billion euros and profitability above
the 10%. Here, the profitability would be
determined by adopting formula of profit before
tax to total revenue.

In addition, it has also been stated that apropos
applicability of Pillar one is concern, the above
limit of 20 billion euros will be further reduced to 10
billion euros after the period of 7 years from the
beginning of agreement into force.

Exclusion-Extractives and regulated financial
services are kept as an out of the scope of
applicability.

Here, it should be noted that the threshold for the
profit is capped at the rate of 10%, which will
eventually be known as a routine profit and
accordingly, a profit which is beyond this
threshold of 10%, is known as non-routine or
residual profit.

• 25% of thePro f i t A l locat ion/Quantum:
residual/non routine profit will be allocated to
various countries/jurisdictions with nexus using
‘revenue-based allocation key’.

As stated above, the total profits of MNEs will be
divided into two parts i.e., Routine Profit and Non-
Routine/Residual Profit. Here, it has been
provided that 25% of the residual/non routine
profit will be allocated, which means that the
Amount A will be 25% of the Residual/Non-Routine
Profit.

Let us take an example to understand this
concept, Suppose, total profit in terms of

percentage of one of the MNEs is 12%, then in
such a case, residual/non-routine profit will be 2%
[Profit beyond the threshold prescribed (i.e., 12%-
10%)] and the quantum of an amount which will
be allocated to various countries/jurisdiction will
be 25% of the 2% Profit.

• Revenue will be sourcedRevenue Sourcing Rule:
to the end market jurisdictions where goods or
services are ultimately used or consumed. To
facilitate the application of this principle, detailed
source rules for specific categories of transactions
is yet to be developed.

• The above specified Amount A will beNexus:
allocated only to those country/jurisdictions, from
where the MNEs to which the Pillar One applies,
derives revenue of at least 1 million euro from the
respective country/jurisdiction. Moreover, for
smaller jurisdiction (i.e., with GDP lower than 40
billion euros), it has been stated that the said
amount of 1 million euros will be replaced by 2.5
lakhs euros.

Therefore, it will not be allocated to each and
every country/jurisdiction rather it will be
allocated to only such country/jurisdiction which
qualifies for the allocation based on the threshold
provided in the nexus rule.

Hence, this will aide to know that whether
particular country/jurisdiction qualify for the
allocation of the profit or not.

• The profit or loss of theTax based determination:
MNEs to which this pillar one applies will be
determined by referr ing to the financial
a c c o u n t i n g i n c o m e , w i t h c e r t a i n f e w
adjustments. Here, the losses will be allowed to
carry forward.

• DoubleElimination of the Double taxation:
taxation of profit allocated to market jurisdictions
will be relieved using either the exemption or
credit method. The entity (or entities) that will bear
the tax liability will be drawn from those that earn
residual profit.

• It focuses to standardize theAmount B:
remuneration of related party distributors that
perform “baseline marketing and distribution
activities” to align with the Arm’s Length Price.
Further work is being done on this and is expected
to be completed by the end of 2022.

• The MNEs to which the pillar oneTax Certainty:
applies, will get benefit from the dispute
prevention and resolution mechanisms, which will
ultimately avoid double taxation under the
mandatory and binding environment.

• The Multilateral ConventionUnilateral Measures:
(MLC) will be executed between parties to
remove all Digital Services Taxes and other
relevant similar measures with respect to all
companies, and to commit not to introduce such
measures in the future. In addition, no newly
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enacted Digital Services Taxes or other relevant
similar measures will be imposed on any company
from 8 October 2021 and until the earlier of 31
December 2023 or the coming into force of the
MLC.

� The Amount A ofImplementation Part-Pillar One:
the Pillar One will be implemented through MLC
between all countries/jurisdiction regardless of
whether a tax treaty currently exists between
those countries/jurisdictions or not. The MLC will
contain a detailed rules necessary to determine
and allocate an Amount A and eliminate double
taxation. Such MLC will be developed and
opened for signature of countries/jurisdiction in
2022, with an Amount A coming into effect in
2023. Whereas for Amount B, the detailed works
targeted to be finalized by end of 2022. It is

expected that, under this pillar one, more than $125
billion of profit will be reallocated to the market
jurisdiction each year.

This was all about the Basics of Pillar one under Two-
Pillar Solution. Now, apropos Pillar Two which is mainly
focusing on the introduction of global minimum
corporate tax, the same will learn in the next series.

Due Date Calendar
Contributed by : CA. Himesh D. Gajjar
can be reached at himesh@smb-ca.com

November, 2021

Due
Dates

07-Nov-21

10-Nov-21

11-Nov-21

13-Nov-21

13-Nov-21

14-Nov-21

14-Nov-21

15-Nov-21

15-Nov-21

20-Nov-21

25-Nov-21

30-Nov-21

30-Nov-21

30-Nov-21

Reporting
Period

Oct-21

Oct-21

Oct-21

Oct-21

Oct-21

Sep-21

Sep-21

Oct-21

Jul to Sep 21

Oct-21

Oct-21

Oct-21

Oct-21

Apr to Jun 21

Compliance Details

Deposit of Tax Deducted/Tax
Colected (TDS/TCS) Under IT
Act, 1961

GSTR 7 and GSTR 8

GSTR 1

IFF

GSTR 6

TDS Certificate under section
194-IA and 194-IB - Form 16B
and Form 16C

TDS Certificate for tax
deducted under section 194M

PF and ESIC

TDS Certificate

GSTR 3B

PMT 06

Due date for furnishing of
challan-cum-statement in
respect of tax deducted under
section 194-IA & IB

Due date for furnishing of
challan-cum-statement in
respect of tax deducted under
section 194-M

15G and 15H

Applicability

All Governemnt Deductors/Collectors

As Applicable

GST Registered Taxpayers who have opted for Monthly
Filling of GST returns

GST Registered Taxpayers who have opted for
Quarterly Filling of GST returns (Opted for QRMP
Scheme)

Input Service Distributors

As Applicable

As Applicable

As Applicable

As Applicable

Any Person Registered Under GST having turnover
more than 5 Cr in Previous Year or who have opted for
Monthly Return

Taxpayer with less than 5 Crore Turnover in Previous
Year and opted for QRMP Scheme (Taxpayer
registered in Gujarat)

As Applicable

As Applicable

As Applicable

Details to be Furnished

Details relating to transaction of Tax Deducted/Tax
Colected (TDS/TCS).

Summary of Tax Deducted (GSTR 7) and Tax Collected
(GSTR 8)

Details relating to Outward Supplies made during the
month.

Details relating to Outward Supplies made during the
month.

Details of Input Tax Credit (ITC) received and
distributed by an Input Service Distributor (ISD)

Deduction of tax at source from payment on renting of
Immovable property

TDS on payment to resident contractors and
professionals (Individuals and HUFs)

PF and ESIC Payment

Quarterly TDS certificate (in respect of tax deducted
for payments other than salary) for the quarter ending
September 30, 2021

Summary of Supplies Made, RCM Discharged, ITC
Claimed and Tax Payment

Tax Payment for the supplies made.

Payment of tax at source from payment on renting of
Immovable property/Buyer of Immovable Property

TDS on payment to resident contractors and
professionals (Individuals and HUFs)

Upload the declarations received from recipients in
Form No. 15G/15H during the quarter ending June,
2021

Notes: 1) The due dates are compiled as on October 25, 2021. 2) Best efforts are placed to complile these due dates, still
we would appriciate if you draw our attention to any inaccuracy.
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